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…” A thousand miles behind me as I speak 

      A thousand more a callin” 

The first time I hitchhiked up the Pacific Coast Highway, I was nineteen years old.  It was 1967.  Hippies and hippie sympathizers were 

either hitchhiking or picking up hitchhikers.  It didn’t feel dangerous.  It felt like community.  But certain roads you’d end up on weren’t 

all that convenient and oftentimes it would just take too damn long to get somewhere.  I soon learned that having your own car was the 

definition of freedom and I’ve been driving ever since. 

I don’t like airplanes, trains are too slow, and I have no use for boats.  Although I’ll follow a river almost anywhere.  The river leads us 

out of the mountains.  The road leads home.  I do have a fondness for both. 

 

THE STREET AND THE RIVER        Copyright 2020 by Don Wright 

 

Well you know I was once like you 

Let me tell you what it means to me 

Now that we are through 

You better write it down 

In words you can understand 

‘Cause there’s gonna come a day 

And it won’t be long 

Nothing but shadows will cover this land 

 

Somewhere between the street and the river 

There’s a way that leads back home 

And I know where I belong 

 

Sometimes I can’t believe we have come this far 

Just to stand at the crossroads 

In the night with the moon and stars 

It sure is bittersweet 

So tell me one last time 

What in the world does it take 

To keep some love alive 

 

Somewhere between the street and the river 

There’s a way that leads back home 

And I know where I belong 

 

I’m looking down the road 

And to the blue horizon 

A thousand miles behind me as I speak 

A thousand more a callin’ 

I better be on my way 

Before I falter and change my mind 

And now something come a rollin’ in around us 

On the eventide 

And I see the river rising up in the rain 

And I feel the wind 

Whistling down these city streets again 

 

Somewhere between the street and the river 

There’s a way that leads back home 

And I know where I belong 

  



...”So listen to those wolves 

     Howling at that naked moon” 

We either find a way to do things the way we see fit or we bottle it up.  If you’re living with someone and you find it necessary to bottle it 

up, I’d say that’s not sustainable.  Or, if it is sustainable, it’s certainly not going to be a path to peace and happiness.  For a partnership of 

any kind, the most important component is acceptance.  You don’t have to like what each other is doing at any given point (nice if that’s 

the case), but you have to be able to accept it.  Each day is an opportunity to say, “I can live with that.”  Or an opportunity to get the hell 

gone. 

 

I DO WHAT I WANT (You Should Do the Same)      Copyright 2020 by Don Wright 

 

Respect, they tell me it’s a two-way street 

It won’t keep coming your way 

If you don’t give it back 

When that evening fog rolls in 

And covers the sins of the day 

You’re gonna get a chance to learn ‘bout that 

 

I go to bed when the fire is out 

I get up when I’m tired of sleeping 

I do what I want 

You should do the same 

 

Tell me lies, sometimes that’s what I need 

If you don’t mind a little playing with the truth 

But there’s something you ought a know 

So just listen to those wolves 

Howling at that naked moon 

 

I go to bed when the fire is out 

I get up when I’m tired of sleeping 

I do what I want 

You should do the same 

 

Now I believe for everyone there comes a time 

To choose the road 

They want to ride to the end 

You and I we got a long way to go 

Let’s just keep a thought in mind 

And say it again 

 

I go to bed when the fire is out 

I get up when I’m tired of sleeping 

I do what I want 

You should do the same 

 

     

 



...”Show me the light hiding under the veil” 

 

It’s always there.  Shaping us.  Limiting us.  The damaged part of us that we can’t find an acceptable way of explaining, even to those we 

love... to those who we want to trust with such precious knowledge.  So we keep it hidden – most of the time, even to ourselves.  Though 

we are told that the light of day and the open air are the very things needed for healing, we hold it tight, under cover, thinking somehow 

that it will wither and die in the enclosed darkness. 

 

But that’s where it thrives.  That’s where its power endures. 

 

 

SHOW ME THE WOUND        Copyright by Don Wright 2020 

 

You have been wounded 

Please show me where 

Trust me to help you 

Or just trust me to care 

As deep as the darkness 

And as wide as the sea 

Yes you’ve been wounded 

In a way you are sure 

You can never be healed 

 

You’ve been so lonely 

Oh I know how that feels 

Like a well with no bottom 

Or a hole where your heart used to be 

I believe in the vision 

And the power that brought me to you 

Show me the light hiding under the veil 

Show me the wound 

 

Show me the tears 

That you would not cry 

Show me the wound 

 

As our story does unfold 

We will find our way 

And know where we belong 

Here in this world 

Know that we belong 

Here in this world 

 

Life’s like a river 

It can’t be denied 

Rolling ever onward 

Never looking behind 

Just as the rain that falls 

Mysteriously from the sky 

We are bound by the wounds 

And the scars of love lost and found 

You and I 

 

Lay with me now 

Here in your room 

Show me the wound 

  



...“In her eyes I could see 

     The price that she had paid, the cost of her dreams” 

 

She lived very simply, in a house by herself.  There was more to her than people knew.  Though much less than what was imagined and 

generated about her.   She had either the gift of a curse or the curse of a gift, depending on the particular story that was told. Truth is, she 

was just a girl who dreamed.  Sometimes she dreamed of warm winds and sunny fields and sometimes she dreamed of darker things.  

And sometimes they weren’t dreams. 

 

 

MARLEY MAE  (the dreamer)        Copyright by Don Wright 2021 

 

In the mind of a girl who lived by the sea 

What ‘er she dreamed turned out to be 

Down by the river she would roam 

To cast her thoughts upon the stones 

When the sun set every night in New Orleans 

 

Now sometimes the light of the moon 

Through the Cypress trees 

Was enough to make her swoon 

And fall to her knees 

That’s when the world would spin around 

And leave her breathless on the ground 

And the wind would rise and blow 

Through the streets of New Orleans 

 

She was born in a flood on the bayou so they say 

Ever since been the cause 

Of everything unexplained 

Like a streetcar left entangled in the Spanish moss 

Or the wake of a broken levee where all is lost 

Must be the work of the dreamer, Marley Mae 

Don’t you lie down, Marley Mae 

 

One night with the flies a buzzin’ all ‘round my face 

Beyond the heat and the darkness someone did say 

In a voice both innocent and wise 

“Am I the one you seek this night?” 

“I am the one they call Marley Mae” 

 

We walked that dusty road 

In her eyes I could see 

The price that she had paid, the cost of her dreams 

“Yes you are the one I hoped to find” 

“For you see you are a dream of mine” 

And we made our way down to the sea 

Under a blood red sun over New Orleans 

 

And the clouds rolled out over the waves 

And the gloom and the shadows fell away 

Must be the work of the dreamer, Marley Mae 

Don’t you lie down, Marley Mae 

  



...”Laid our burden down in Mexico” 

 

Every time I drove down into Mexico, leaving the border far behind, leaving America behind, I wanted to stay.  I always returned of 

course, but I also always would search for a little house in each pueblito I spent any time in - a place that I could see myself settling in.  

Now that time is shortening up on me, I don’t know when I’ll manage to get that far south again.  But if I do, maybe for the last time, I 

know I’ll be carrying the same feelings with me.  I know I will have an overwhelming desire to find one of those places from a previous 

visit and just hole up and stay put.  I may yet. 

 

 

THE ROAD TO LOS MOCHIS      Copyright by Don Wright 2021 

 

A little way down the road to Los Mochis 

I saw a light shining over the hill 

And as the sun climbed up in the morning sky 

It was shining still 

Shining still in the light of day 

Riding down the highway to Los Mochis 

Shining bright in the light of day 

 

We travelled the dusty road to Guaymas 

And on to Ciudad Obregón 

Music was always somewhere behind us 

From a place unknown 

From some place unknown to us it came 

Along every mile to Los Mochis 

We were followed by a song without a name 

 

Dusk falls on the silent streets of the city 

A cold and ceaseless wind blowing through 

Alone in the plaza a tattered poeta 

Talking to the moon 

He spoke to the moon without guile or shame 

He spent the night there with his visions 

As the moon above Los Mochis fell away 

 

So we followed the light dancing on the water 

To Topolobampo by the sea 

Was there that we cast our fate 

On the wind and the tide 

Set our troubles free 

Laid our burden down in Mexico 

Out beyond the shadow of Los Mochis 

Lay the light of our salvation there below 

 

Just down the highway from Los Mochis 

In those ancient holy waters of Mexico          

  

    Topolobampo, Sinaloa, Mexico  



…” What she knew as a way to survive 

      Became a habit that she couldn’t put down” 

She drifted around in her younger years, figuring a clear vision would materialize, a vision that the direction of her life would take.  The 

pieces would fall into place.  She watched for the signs without worrying about the future – there was plenty of time.  Each new town was 

an opportunity for the vision to take shape.  Trouble is, there was always another new town a little ways down the road. 

Turns out, the vision she was chasing was just that – a vision.  Guess sometimes that’s how it goes. 

 

LOUISE CRIES                 Copyright 2021 by Don Wright 

Louise sits in the morning sun 

Waiting for the clouds to come 

She listens to the radio playin’ 

Waiting for her song to come on 

And it seems like these days 

Are catching up to the ones ahead 

Piling up like firewood 

In an old woodshed 

 

There was a time a man come ‘round 

She gave him what she could 

Didn’t give him everything she had 

But everything she did he took 

And when she knew that it was over 

It didn’t last long 

She was never one to throw 

Good money after bad, oh no 

 

Louise cries, she don’t want to know why 

She wants to get behind that wheel and drive 

 

Just when it was starting to feel like home 

There came a knock at the door 

Boss man says you better move on 

There’s nothin’ for you ‘round here no more 

With just enough daylight 

To get on down the road 

You always manage to find some comfort 

In the things you know 

 

And as the years did come and go 

Movin’ from town to town 

What she knew as a way to survive 

Became a habit that she couldn’t put down 

Now every once in a while 

She wonders how it might have been 

Then turns her eyes to the next horizon 

And her back to the wind 

 

Louise cries, she don’t want to know why 

She wants to get behind that wheel and drive 

 

Louise cries.  Get behind the wheel, honey and drive 

  



…” I walk the line where I can” 

 

I wake up in the morning and I know what I should do.  As mid-day rolls into la tarde and then into evening, what I knew in the morning 

seems less important, or not worthy of consideration at all.  Old habits have a mind of their own, familiar patterns repeat, the dominoes 

fall.   

 

Every once in a while, I find myself believing that I can exercise my will through an entire day.  A little less often than that, I actually do. 

 

 

EVERY DAY I TRY (To Be a Better Man)              Copyright 2021 by Don Wright 

 

Every day I try to be a better man 

Every day I try to wash the sins 

Of the day before from these hands 

I never know where the chips might fall 

Or how the dice is gonna roll and land 

But every day I try to be a better man 

 

Each day that I am given 

Is a gift that I can never repay 

And the wonder of each breath I take 

Never goes away 

I have stumbled, I have fallen 

And taken life for granted 

Lord I know what you would say 

All I can do is keep on trying 

To be a better man each day 

 

Come down the mountain  

Stand out in the street 

Roll out on the river for all to see 

 

Oh the kindness you have shown to me 

Warm and constant as the sun 

I am humbled and unworthy to receive 

Even a serving of 

Now when the curtain comes down 

And the call goes out to everyone 

At last from above 

All I can do is try to be a better man than I was 

 

Every day I try to be a better man 

From the dawn to the evening streetlight 

I walk the line where I can 

Hoping I will be someone 

Who never could let you down 

Or scorn your love again 

Every day I vow to try to be a better man 

 

Come down the mountain  

Stand out in the street 

Roll out on the river for all to see 

  



...” If I just keep movin’ in a straight line” 

Decisions.  Consequences.  One thing leads to another.  Looking back, you can see how you got to where you are but you can’t do 

anything about it.  Looking ahead... well that’s even less helpful.  Fate – that word has no meaning for me.  Destiny – a lovely word, 

imbued with poetic emotion.  Also meaningless to me.  Time – I understand clocks and I understand calendars... I don’t understand 

time.  The wind and rain wear down mountains.  The sun will eventually burn out.  We age and use ourselves up.  I don’t think time 

causes any of that.  It’s just the way we count down the inevitable. 

Still, I thank all those of you who have shared any of whatever this is with me.  Onward... for awhile. 

 

ONE STEP AT A TIME         Copyright by Don Wright 2020 

You want to know where I’m gonna be 

Every minute of the day 

Well I’ll tell you what you want to know 

You just tell me what you want me to say 

I got a feeling this could work out 

Let’s not get ahead of ourselves though 

Just wait until the right time comes ‘round 

I’m a man who likes to take it slow 

 

One foot in front of the other right down the line 

Takin’ it right up the ladder one step at a time 

 

There’s a lot of ways to cross the water 

And all the money in the world 

Couldn’t get me to jump in now 

I need a way to get my hands 

On a ticket to ride 

Don’t care where it’s headed to 

Or when it’s leavin’ 

I just want to get away 

From the person that I know 

Who’s livin’ inside of me 

 

One foot in front of the other right down the line 

Takin’ it right up the ladder one step at a time 

 

I’m fixin’ to find myself some redemption 

And I know the way 

There’s just gotta be another train 

Runnin’ outta here tonight or today 

If I just keep movin’ in a straight line 

As far as the eye can see 

There’ll come a time for the seas to rise 

And the ground to open under me 

 

One foot in front of the other in a world on fire 

Roll up to the gates of Eden one step at a time 

  



...” Here where a home was once covered in love 

     The wind comes whistling through” 

 

Four walls, a floor and a roof don’t make a home.  And two people with a strong attraction for each other don’t always make a life.  

Whatever you bury may not stay in the ground.  And believing what should be doesn’t make it so.   

 

“The minute-winning days, like flies, buzz home to death, and every moment is a window on all time.” 

-Thomas Wolfe, Look Homeward Angel 

 

I’M LEAVING HERE TODAY        Copyright 2021 by Don Wright 

 

Once in a while something comes along 

And takes you by the scruff of your neck 

You might find out what you’re really made of 

If you can admit it to yourself 

I’ll be leaving here this morning 

Pack my bag and walk away 

Sell my house and get down the road 

I’ll be leaving here today 

 

You might as well just say it now 

I was never your type 

You’re French espresso with a dollop of cream 

I’m pork and beans and rice 

And I’ll be leaving here this morning 

There’s nothing more to say 

What is done is done and what is done is me 

I’m leaving here today 

 

Across this river wide 

Is a dream that’s lost its way 

When you get to the other side 

Send it back to me someday 

 

Here where a home was once covered in love 

The wind comes whistling through 

Ain’t nothing left but the shadows and the dust 

I turn my back on ‘em too 

Tell me baby, where’d we find the time 

To work ourselves to the bone 

Fussin’ and fightin’ and falling out of love 

Even the hurtin’ is gone 

 

I am leaving here this morning 

Just as sure as the sky does rain 

Before the sun hits the top of the trees 

I’ll be leaving here today 

 

 



...”Though the walls of your prison may be only in your mind” 

He got a second chance.  And he made good use of it.  

 He came out with Mama Leila from New York to San Francisco after the war, 1947.  I was born in 1948.  He grew up rough in New 

York and after they got to the west coast, he had a few scrapes with the law and times were tough.  After a couple years, they split up and 

I was adopted by another family.  He remarried, had four children and, by all accounts, was a good father, a good husband, and a good 

man. 

He was my biological father.  I never knew him.  I’ve come to know him through connecting with his children, my sisters and brother.  

For you, Paul Robert Lane.  Gracias to you and Leila Marie De la Paz for my life.  You belong to me now. 

 

RUN FROM YOUR CHAINS        Copyright 2021 by Don Wright 

 

Run from your chains and the law will find you 

Run to the mountain, run to the river 

Run to the sea 

Run from this town, far as you can and turn around 

Just open up your eyes and there they’ll be 

 

Though the walls of your prison may be only in your mind 

They’re still closing in ever tighter each day 

Beyond this burden that you feel 

Even in your dreams at night 

Lies a hope that beats eternal, so they say 

 

Run from your chains, cross over 

Out of darkness into light 

Lay down your chains, run for cover 

And hold on with all your might 

 

Run ‘till you know how many miles it takes 

And how many trials you can endure 

Open your heart and let somebody look around inside 

Even though you know you never can be sure 

 

And every morning now when you look back on 

Every choice that you have made and all you’ve done 

Just remember who has loved you 

Who has huddled ‘neath your wing 

All that matters you were here with us 

 

Run from your chains, cross over 

Out of darkness into light 

Lay down your chains, run for cover 

And hold on with all your might 

 



 

Mama Leila and me, Vacaville, California, September 2020 

Kindness 
There is a human quality I value above all others.  If you possess it, you have my respect, regardless of any other 

choices you have made in your life.  If you lack it, the fact that you are a human being becomes, for me, a 

technicality and I cannot be your friend.  And if you lack it and you mistreat or hurt someone I love, then you are 

my enemy.  It is kindness. 

Not strength. Not beauty. Not wealth. Not achievement or intelligence.  Not any position of power... Kindness. 

 

     

            
    Paul Robert Lane, Merchant Marine certificate, 1941 
  



 

 
                 1941 Knucklehead (Rebuilt after the wreck) 
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